Sanitary Couplings Selection Guide

Sanitary Hose Ends & Attachment Methods

Tri-Clamp (w/ Sanitary Crimp Ferrule)

Tri-Clamp & Bumper (w/ Sanitary Crimp Ferrule)

Tri-Clamp (w/ Economy Crimp Ferrule)

Tri-Clamp & Bumper (w/ Economy Crimp Ferrule)

Bevel Seat Male (w/ Sanitary Crimp Ferrule)

Bevel Seat Female (w/ Sanitary Crimp Ferrule)

Bevel Seat Male (w/ Economy Crimp Ferrule)

Bevel Seat Female (w/ Economy Crimp Ferrule)

I-Line Male (w/ Sanitary Crimp Ferrule)

I-Line Female (w/ Sanitary Crimp Ferrule)

I-Line Male (w/ Economy Crimp Ferrule)

I-Line Female (w/ Economy Crimp Ferrule)

John Perry Female (w/ Sanitary Crimp Ferrule)

John Perry (w/ Economy Crimp Ferrule)

Tube Weld End (w/ Sanitary Crimp Ferrule)

Tube Weld End (w/ Economy Crimp Ferrule)

Din Female (w/ Sanitary Crimp Ferrule)

NPT Male (w/ Economy Crimp Ferrule)

Hose Shank Coupler 'C' (w/ Economy Crimp Ferrule)

Hose Shank Coupler 'E' (w/ Economy Crimp Ferrule)

OTHER END CONFIGURATIONS & ATTACHMENT METHODS AVAILABLE
(PLEASE CALL FOR MORE INFO)